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Latest News & Events from
 the Safety Institute of Australia...

Issue 303, 28 September 2017

Collaboration. Worth the effort.

Dear Colleagues

Of the 30 or so projects the institute has underway some are short term, some long term, some small and

some large. The advocacy to get a review of WHS training packages took 18 months. Work on the OHS

Body of Knowledge has been going on for years and always will. Submissions to enquiries and reviews

are regular, short and sharp. Working on a framework for training and professional development in the

sector is still underway and should be out in the next few months. There are many more.

I have spoken recently about a project five years in the making - the OHS Global Capability Framework –

which was the work of an international group with an eye to the future. You can click here to read an article

from Pam Pryor about how it was created, in a great collaborative process. Not that such processes are

necessarily easy. You have to work hard toward common ground when a community of views comes

together. That’s how change really happens. 
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Have a great week and keep collaborating.
 

David Clarke, CEO

LATEST NEWS

Why do companies over-bureaucratise
safety?

“Safety has become increasingly

bureaucratised over the past 20 years, "...

Call for ACCC & government to take
quad bike safety action

ACCC to play a more active role in regulating

and enforcing standards...
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BHP Billiton improves TRIF through 4
step leadership program

The leadership program has played a critical

role in reducing events with the potential to

cause a fatality by 30%...

WA Researchers need your input!

University students are requesting members

who meet the criteria to be involved in their

research...

   

   

UPCOMING EVENTS
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Register your attendance

South Australia Safety Symposium
 

Come along to the symposium to find out how a range of different organisations and industries are

meeting the ongoing challenge of workplace health and well-being.
 

View the program outline
 

Register your attendance
 

Date: Thursday 19 October 2017
 

Venue: The Adelaide Zoo

SIA Perth Safety Symposium 2017

In keeping with the theme: The future of
health & safety: an agenda for change, the

symposium includes a series of expert

presentations exploring contemporary

thinking, lessons learnt and the future

development of the profession.

Safety II in Practice - Prof. Eric Hollnagel
Public Lecture

In this lecture tour, Professor Erik Hollnagel

introduces a comprehensive approach for the

management of Safety-II, called the Resilience

Assessment Grid (RAG).

This lecture explains the principles of the RAG

and how it can be used to develop the
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Read More

Date: Thursday 12 - Friday 13, October
 

Venue: Edith Cowan University

resilience potentials.

Dates and links to registration below:

Tuesday, 3 October, CQU Melbourne

Monday, 9 October, CQU, Sydney

Monday, 16 October, CQU, Brisbane
 

 

FOR MORE EVENTS CLICK HERE 

INCIDENTS & PROSECUTIONS

Poultry contractor fined $1.13 million
over forklift tragedy

A poultry contractor was recently convicted

and fined $1.13 million over an incident in

which a man was struck and killed by a

forklift...

VIC: Braeside fatality takes workplace
toll to 18

A WA roofing company has been fined

$70,000 after a labourer was seriously injured

in a fall through a skylight..
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FOR MORE INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS CLICK HERE 

POLICY NEWS

SA: Safety plan introduced for
hospitality

SafeWork SA recently launched an action plan

to help improve health and safety outcomes in

the hospitality industry...

NSW: Safety alert issued over gas
detector response times

NSW’s resources regulator recently issued a

safety alert about the response times of gas

detectors in underground mines...

FOR MORE POLICY NEWS CLICK HERE 
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